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Introduction
A. The Purpose of this Study.
When one considers the history of Si3ain,lt becomes
apparent that the language of this country should indeed offer
a rich field for the philologist. Iberian and Celt; Carthagin-
ian and Greek; Roman, G-oth, and Arab,have all, in the confused
struggle that history records , contributed to the develop-
ment of the modem Spanish nation. And their languages have
all resounded in the peninsula; some only to vanish v/ith little
trace, others to remain as essential elements in that language
which finally came to be designated as Spanish. Philologists
have, to be sure, studied the fascinating development of the
Spanish language in great detail, but have limited their in-
vestigation chiefly (and for obvious reasons) to the Latin
aspect of Spanish, and in a less degree to the Arabic in-
fluence . But the Teutonic element in Spanish has not been sub-
jected to the thorough analysis which it properly deserves.
It is the purpose , therefore , of this dissertation to examine
in detail the Teutonic influence on the Spanish language.
Since history indicates that such influence occurs essentially
in the early history of Spain, the examination is limited chief-
ly to the early Spanish period up to 400 A.D.
B. The Procedure of this Study.
For such a study a definite method of investigation
must be followed. The procedure must properly involve a care-
ful study (I)of the early (and to a less extent, the later)
history of Spain; of the various Teutonic dialects v/ithin the
period and all the conditions under which Teutonic influence

was exertedCI^) ; and of the lajiguage spolien in Spain at the
time of such Influence. The results must then he summarized
succinctly. The various sjjeps in the procedure are outlined
in the "Contents". The material for the disquisition ,which
material has been gathered eclectically , consists of the works
of those scholars who have contributed to the subject, and
vrtiose findings are available to the writer of this thesis. Such
material is given in the bibliography . The manner in which the
works have been employed is stated at the proper point in the
dissertation
.
I
The Early History
of
Spain
A. Primitive Spain.
The first inhabitants of Spain, as far as our present
Imowledge extends, seem to have been the Iberians,who probably
came from Northern Africa. There came in upon these Iberians
at an uncertain date the Celts ,v/ho , originating in the North,
had passed over the Pyrenees and gradually pressed soutln7a,rd
through Spain. These Celts were tall and blond (l),in contrast
to the Iberians, who were short and dark. In time these two
races fused into a new ra,ce,the Celtiberlans .Many Celtic tribes,
including the Cantabrians ,Asturians , Vascones ,Lusltanians ,and
(1) Romera-Na.varro : Ilistoria ,page 10.
(2) Hale; Story, page 11.

3Galicians , settled pei\.iaiiently in Northern Spain and gave
to their regions their names ,which are still fomid on the
map of modem Spain. In addition , another race settled in
the Pyrenees , bringing with them their problematic a,l language,
the v/ritten records of v^hich date not earlier than the fifteen-
th century. This race is the Basques,who probably came not
from the North but rather from the South, and who are possibly
related most closely to the Iberians. But nothing certain is
loiOT/n of them (l). Some scholars identify the Basques with
the Celtic Vascones
,
perhaps v;rongly. But the Basque problem
is a field in itself £uid will not be further discussed here .
The next people to visit the Spanish Peninsula were the
Carthaginians ,PhoeniciGJis by origin, vdio established trading
ports along the Spanish coast at various points , chiefly how-
ever, in the South and in what is now loiovai as Ca.talonia. In
Catalonia, too ,Rhodian Greeks had settled in 900 B.C. (2). The
Carthaginians gave names to several cities , including ’Carta-
gena'
,
'Cc^rdoba' ( 'Kartali- tuba 'meaning 'great city'
)
,and' Barcel-
ona' (city of the Barca, a pov/erful family of Carthage to wliich
Hannibal belonged) . Under Hannibal much of Spain fell under
Carthaginian rule
.
B. Spain under the Roimns
.
It v»ras the activity of Hannibal which for the first
time attracted the serious attention of Rome to Spain. In
2l8 B.C. Hannibal had destroyed the wealthy city of Saguntun
( 1 ) Hale : Story ,page i 1
.
{ 2 ) Karri son : Spain , page xxvi i , Introduc tion
.

in Spain (the modem tov.rii ic Mur Viedro). This city ,althou£;h
an ally of Rome ,had not received the protection against
Carthage which had "been asked for. Rome felt there v/as no
great danger and accordingly neglected the fated Saguntum.But
the destruction of the city by Hannibal aroused the fury of
Rome and led iim^ediately to the Second Punic War (213-201 3.C.
From this time on for liiany centuries Spain v/as to be under
the yoke of Rome
,
The first commanding figure in the Roman occupation
of Spain is the great Scipio Afri canus , whose story is well
laiown. After him the most important Roman in Spain seems
to have been Quintus Sertorius. Sertorius had revolted against
the rule of his native Rome and had planned to establish a
kingdom of his ov.n in Spain with himself as ruler. He had
banded together in orderly manner the wild tribes of Spain
and had built a powerful army. He soon ruled Spain. He estab-
lished a university at Osca (modern Hue sea) and accomplished
much v/hich entitles him to be called the first "civilizer
of Spain" (1). He ruled Spain for ten yeans, and was assa.ssinat
ed in 7- E.C. The next gi?eat figure is Julius Caesar, who
came to Spain in 62 B.C, At Munda (near Cordoba.) Caesar defeat
ed the younger Pompey in a memorable battle. Caesar was
followed by Augustus Ca.esar,who governed Spain for many yeans
in peace. There followed many officials sent from Rone to
govern Spain throughout the period of Roman occupation, but a
( 1 ) Ilavle : Story ,page 48 .

5discussion of these events is "beyond the scope of this
thesis. It is to he noted that the Roman power endured in
Spain from the time of the Second Punic War (213-231 3.G.)
to the expulsion of the Romans hy the Visi^^oth luric in 46
1
A.D. Fifteen years later (476 A.D.) the Western Empire ceased
to exist, end for Spain as well as for the rest of the v;orld
tha.t had ImoY/n the hend of Rome
,
"Roma fuit".
C. Spain under the Teutonic Tribes
.
Previous to 400 A.D. many Teutonic tribe settled
in the region of liorth Germmy. Among these tribes v;ere the
Sueves ,Vanda.ls ,Lombai'^ls ,and Burgundians. Another Teutonic
folk, the Goths,had begin to leave tlieir northern home (Gdta-
land in Sweden,not the island Gotland) about the end of the
last century before Christ and to move chiefly in a south-
easterly direction into southern Russia. The^?- finally settled
in the region of the Dnieper Basin,where the Goths divided
into two great bodies, the Ostrogoths and the Visigoths. The
division was probably determined by the order of the arrival
of the successive migrating bsnds (l). It was from this
region tha.t the CToths lauiiched the great C-othic attack on the
Roman Empire that began a,bout 24? A.D. Thus at an early time
the Goths came into collision Yvith the F.omans ,proba.bly at
first in the Roman provinces of Dacia and Lioesia-. But it was
not until about 400 A.D. that Rome was to feel in a danger-
ous manner the increasing pressure of these northern tribes
in the Empire
.
•’
1
)
ICendri ck: Vikings
,
pages 54,64,65.

The sudden new force which caused the threat Teutonic
migrations southv;ard and w'estward v/as the westerly advs-nce
of the Huns, a hongoliaii race from central Asia.. These Huns
now forced the Goths into the Empire (about the fifth cent-
ury) and also those other tribes which had settled in Horth
G-ermany. Thus began the great barbarian inva^sions of the
Empire (l). In 409 A.D. the Sueves entered Spain and becaiae
established in the northeast pa.rt of the coiuitry (including
part of modem Portugal) ; the Vandals in the same year pass-
ed into Spain, some settling in the southern part of tlie land,
but most of them pressing on into northern Africa,where they
becarie established in 429 A.D.,and later crossed from Africa
to Rome in 455 A.D. (2). In 410 A.D. the G-oths under Alaric
captured Rome, and Gothic powder v/a.s dominant in Italy until
Justinian destroyed the Italian kingdoms of the Vandals and
East G-oths in the year 553 A.D. (3)« But immediately after
the death of Justinian Italy experienced the last of the
great Teutonic invasions. The Lombards rushed into Italy from
Lhe North (Sop A.D.) and conquered the region north of the Po
( "Lombandy
"
) . But they never gaAned southern Italy. Their
kingdom in Italy lasted over two hundred years, Luitil it v/as
conquered in T74 A.D. by Charlemagne.
The Visigoths had pressed rapidli'’ westward, and in 414 A.D.
five years after tfoe Sueves and Vandals had invaded Spain, they
( 1 ) Robinson:lIedieva,l , Chapter II .
(2) Robinson :LIedieva.l
,
page 24 (map) , and Romera-Na.varro ' s
iilstorla,pa.ge37 .
!5) Robinson: Medieval ,page 30.

7began to pour into Spain in great numbers. The first Visi-
gothic king whom history records is Athanaric (366-331 a.D.)
(l). The Visigoths v^ere in continuous conflict v.^iun one
Sueves and Vandals who had arrived in SpaAn before them, and
it was not until 584 A.D. that the kingdom of the Sueves in
nortliv/estei-n Spain v;as conquered by the Visigoths , and the tv/o
peoples amalgamated. It must be pointed out here that the
Visigoths who entered Spain were already Christians , as a result
of the teachings d)f Ulfilas (bom 3 11,died about 331 A.D.),and
were a.lso to some extent Romanized (see first paragraph,!.).
The second king of the Visigoths was Ataulphus ( 411-415
A .D
. ) ,brother-in-lav7 of Alaric,with whom Ataulphus had. been
present at the capture of Rome (by Alaric in 410 A.D.).
Ataulphus married the sister of the Roman Eiaperor Honorius,an
event which caused him considerable trouble v/ith Rome, as
history well records. Ataulphus built his capital in Barcelona
and became very much Romanized. After Ataulphus the next im-
portant king is Theodoric the Visigoth (419-451 A.D.),vdio
with the Roman general Aetius defeated in the battle of Chalons
(451 A.D.) the terrible Attila the Hun, and thus destroyed once
and forever the threatening power of the Kun in Euj’ope . Theo-
doric was killed in the battle.
Euric (466-4S5 A.D.) is the most important king next
after Theodoric the Visigoth. Ke collected the laws of his
( 1 ) Harrison: Spain,page 17

8people in the "G-otliic Code
",
called in Spain the "Fuero
Juz£o" , which code has profoundly influenced Spanish lav;.
But Euric's greatest deed perhaps is that he destroyed
the Roraan pov/er in Spain. In 46 1 A.D. Euric defeated the last
Roraan a.my to stand on Spaiiish soil, and in this yea.r the Roman
ocGups.tion of Spain ended (see 3, paragraph 2). Rome had. held
sway in Spain for almost 700 years.
The next great king of the Visigoths is the mighty
Waiaba , v/ho was a ploughinan,but , Cineinnatus- like , left his plough
to become king, and to pass his last days, through a strange
happening, as a monk in a monastery near Burgos. Uamba ruled
from 672 to 680 A.D.,and is credited v.dth being the wisest
of the kings. Under his rule the Visigoths advanced tremend-
ously in civilization. A halo of true Spanish romanticism
and a luxuriance of legend surromids the glotious King Wamba.
After ¥/amba came (with a few minor rulers first) the
pov;erful Witica (697-710 A.D.),and then King Roderick, the Last
of the Visigoths. Roderick ruled but a year (710-711 A.D.), 3ret
the wild events of his rule are well known to readers of
history (l). Roderick had a trusted Count Julian,who was fight-
ing for Roderick against the Ai’abs in extreme southern Spain.
Ac the result of a quarrel with Roderick, Julian, in seeking
revenge,had secretly joined the Arabs, v;ho under the inspiration
of Mohajamed ' s teaching had left their desert solitude and were
seeking conquest. Aided by Julian, the Ara/oian leader Tarik
(1) Lane -Poo le : Spain, Chapter I, for story of Roderick.

9Invaded Spain, landing at. "Tarik's Hill" (Gibel Tari::} , the
modern G-ibralta-r ,and after a terrific battle on the Guadalete
crushed utterly Roderick's army. The fate of Roderick still
remains a mystery, but he is thought to have drov/ned in the
river. The Spaniai-^s have created an endless number of legends
about Roderick and have enshrined him as a Spanish King
Arthur in their great treasures of literature. With the be-
loved "Don Rodrigo" fell the kingdom of the Visigoths , and the
doniine-tion of the Arab in Spain began.
D. Spain under the Lloors.
After Tarik had defeated Roderick (711 A.D.),he march-
ed at once upon the great city of Toledo ,which had been for
admost all the Visigothic kings (including Roderick) the
capital of the kingdom, and captured it. Soon most of Spain
v;as mider Lloorish rule, except the northern part knovn as
Asturias ,where the defeated Visigoths had taken refuge, and
had chosen a leader ,Pelayo , to defend them from the Moors.
Although the Moors attacked Asturias several times, they were
alwa.ys defeated, and after the crushing defeat in the battle
of Covad-onga (713 A.D. ) they retreated never to bothei’ As-
turias again. With this Spanish triumph the independence of
Asturias was secure. Gradually there developed many small states
in and about Asturias, and in 1469 these states became united
into the two great kingdoms , Castilla and Arag<^n. The "Re-
conquista" , originating in Asturias under Pelayo,was well under
way. The Moors had made in 758 A.D. the city of Cc5rdoba their
intellectua.1 and political center, and in the tenth century
Ilporish Spain became the most prosperous , cultured , and admired
tf .
c*
i
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nation of Europe. Gladly would the lioors have conquered all
Europe, if a limit hed not been set to their advance by
Charles liartel in the bs.ttle of Tours in 732 A.D. After this
defea.t they directed thetr energy to the development of their
own Spanish dominions with wonderful results.
After the founding of Castilla and Ara.go'ri in 1469,
Lloorish pov/er became increasingly weak. In 1476 these two
states united. Only once had the Lloorish rule been threaten-
ed. That was in 777 A.D. v/hen Charlema.gne attempted to crush
the Moorish power, but was himself badly defeated in the battle
of Roncesvalles (777 A.D.) But nov; a hew Spain threatened
the Moors. In 1492 the "Reyes Catolicos" captured Granada, last
stronghold of the Moors. Eoabdil,monarch of Granada, under very
liberal terms of surrender ,handed over the key of Granada to
King ?ernando,and (according to tradition) tailing one last look
at his lost kingdom, he sighed and departed. The hill from
which Boaldil surveyed his country for the last time bears tok
day the name of "El itltimo suspiro del moro". V/ith Boabdil
went the power of the Moors. Spain,having been under the Moor-
ish rule for about 800 yea.rs (711-1492 A.D.),now entered the
"Edad Moderna".
With the conclusion of this brief history of Spain,
I
pass at once to the philological investigation. It must be
said here ,however, that the language spoken in Spain at the
time concerned in this study ( Introduction, A) was not the
Romance language which we call ’Spanish' . The language of
Spain was essentially the Vulgar Latin of the Roman Empire,

T/ith slight modification due to local conditions. Just
when Vulgar Latin ceased and the Romance languages "began
can not "be definitely stated. Cut the Vulgar Latin of the
various regions was gradually changing in each region, and
this change, this differentia.tion,progressed until the dialects
of distant regions becerae mutually unintelligible. At this
point it may "be said that Vulgar Latin stops and the Romance
ISonguages begin. Grandgent (1) places this time a,t the sixth
or seventh century, and states that the Vulgar Latin period
lants from a.bout 200 3.0. to about 600 A.D. The Vulgar Latin
had been in contact with the G-ermanic dialects, and according-
ly when this Vulgar Latin was carried into Spain it took along
the Germanic words.lt is the purpose of this thesis to determine
Y7hat these Germanic v;ords are in the Vulgar Latin as carried
into Spain before 400 A.D. The great invasions of the German-
ic tribes into Spain starting about 400 A.D. (see
-1,0} left
very little impression on the Vulgar Latin of Spain, and this
is considered in II, C. But the chief problem concerns the time
up to 400 A.D. By ’influence' is meant the addition of G-erman-
ic T/ords to the Vulgar Latin vocabulary , for no other impression
seems to have been made by the Germanic diadects. In the thesis
'Teutonic' and 'Germanic' are used Interchangeably .
(1) G-randgent: Intro. to Vulg.Lat
.
,page 4
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II
Germanic Influence on the Vocabulary
of
Vulgar Latin
A. The Influence on Vocabulary.
Having given a brief history of early Spain and
having explained 'Vulgar Latin 'and 'influence', I pass at
once to an investigation of the Germanic Influence on the
vocabulary of Vulgar Latin as it existed in Spain up to 400
A.D. rdien the Germanic dialects came into contact with the
Vulgar Latin, this popular Latin was firmly established in
the regions where it was spoken, including Spain, and it sho\7-
ed rema,rkable resistance to foreign influence. So deeply was
it rooted that, rather than succi,imb to the Germanic dia.lects,
it ca-used these northern tongues completelj^ to disappear , and
was influenced by them only to the extent of a compa.ratively
few words borrowed into the Vulgar Latin vocabulary. The Roman-
ization v;as complete. Vulgar Latin remained the essential ele-
ment from which modern Spanish has developed. Pidal says (1):
"El fondo primitive del idioma espahol,su elemento
esencial,es miicainente el lat^n vulgar."
Pidal believes (2) that the Germanic borrowings are very fevr
indeed, and are chiefly word.s concerned v;ith military life:
"La mayorla de las voces de este origen son militares,
gue rra , tregua
,
guarda , robar
,
ganar , albe rgar
,
guiar
,
(1) Pidal :Grc-matica
,
page 3.
(2) Pida,l:Graraatica,page 13.

tlguare ce r
,
guarne c e r
.
Aiiain,Don G-re^orio iiay£ns i Sisc.^r in hif3 book (l) dated
1737 Gives tv/enty-nine Spanish wo 2:^d v.-liich he claius a.re of
G-oLnic origin, but he makes no attempt to prove the point of
conta.ct T/ith the Gothic language , and his conclusions seem
to be gue s s -work . But , though he i s inac c urate , the pane i ty of
Germa-nic borrowings which he has noted is no doubt a true
reflection of the failure of the Germajiic languages to effect
the Vulgar Latin to any great extent.
Also ,IIaphegyi (2) states in his a.lbun on languages;
"It is worthy of remark,however, that but four-
teen Gothic and six I'vnic words have been in-
corporated v;ith the language of Spain."
But Ilaphegyi does not give these Gothic words,nor does he ex-
plain how he determined them. He believes furthermore that
the Burgmidians brought into Spain a nasal pronunciation which
Spanish has rejected but which Portuguese has retained. But
he offers no proof (3). In short ,ca.reful exciaina.tlon of all
the books in the bibliogra.phy (which see) confirms the belief
that the influence of the Germanic dialects on Vulgar Latin
is indeed very wealc. neither the earliest invasions of Ger-
conque st
msnic tribes nor the subsequent of Spain by the Visigoths
produced any great effect on the Vulgar Latin (4,5).
It is evident from the above that more accurate and
thorough sources of information must be sought, if the Germanic
( 1 )Mayans i Sisc^r: Vocable s , page 223. (4) Bradley :IIist ., last
(2) ilajphegyi: Album,page 111. chapter.
( 3 ) Naphegyi ; Album , page 116. (5) Tucker : Introduction
,
page 203
.
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elements in the Vulgar Latin vocahular^r are to Idc de-
termined specifically. Criteria must be established by
Y;hich to judge the words mider investigation. And then
these criteria must be applied accurately. Such a procedure
has been employed with marked success by T/’.heyer-L^ibke ,G.
d!P<yber,H .Paul , and Pogatscher ,in their studies of Romonice
xohilology ( 1 ) . But by far the most concise source of know-
ledge in regarxl to the Germanic loan-words in the Vulgar
Latin is the excellent vjork by Josef Brlch under the title:
"Der Einfluss der Germanischen Sprachen auf das Vulg^rlatein”
.
Brlch has dra\7n his material chiefly from Ileyer-Ltibke ,Grdber
,
end Pogatscher ,and to a less extent fi’om Patil. He has carried
out e. critical study of the problem as presented and solved
by these scholars ,aiid has siuamarised their work and his own
conclYisions , which often differ from those of these philologists,
in his accurate book. Erich seems to be reliable.
For the determination of Germanic loan-v7ords ,Brlch has
employed the criteria set up by the above scholars , with mod-
ifications to suit his ovrn requirements. He follows three
criteria to decide which Germanic words influenced the Vulgar
Latin up to 400 A.D. Latin texts are of enormous value, and
exsxiina.tion of such texts constitutes his first criterion.
On this point B’’''lch says (2);
*Bie Entlehnung ins Vlt.vor 400 n.Chr. ist
natlrlich fir diejenigen germ.Wiirter am
( 1 }Meyer-Llbke :Grammatik;Grdber :Grundriss;Paul:Grundriss;
Pogatscher rZeitschrift
.
(2) BrlchiEinfluss ,pa,ge 14.
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sichersten,die in lat.Texten begegnen,
welche vor diesem Zeitpujikt geschrieben sind.
Diese Texte sind Inschriften und Werlie von
Schriftstellern.
"
The second criterion he follows is the character of the
ancient Romance languages , specifically, the occurrence and
nature of those v;ords in these languages which seem to in-
dicate a Germenic origin. His third, and last criterion is
phonology. The G-ermanic , Vulgar Latin, end Romance phonetic
systems ,T/ith their definite laws, are used as means for de-
termining loan-words. It is a test resting on *'lautliche
Griinde" (l). On such a basis Ertlch enters into a "Bestimmung
der germanischen Lelmw<Srter" in a manner too elaborate end
too detailed to be followed in this dissertation,except vdien
specific reference to Briich is given. For full deta-ils of the
process the reader is referred to the entire "Einfluss".
But the results of Brtlch’s analysis are here of greatest im-
portance. He has found about one hundred Germanic v/ords which
becajne embodied in the Vulgar Latin vocabulary up to 400 '^.D.
His list of words summarizes the findings of the philologists
already mentioned and of his OY/n researches
,
90 that it is the
best source of the Germanic loan-v/ords at present ave-ilable.
The following list , then
,
presents the words of Imov/n Germanic
origin which had. entered into the vocabulary of Vulgar Latin
up to 400 A.D.,the time v/ith ¥/hich this disquisition is chiefly
concerned
.
(l) Brtich: Einfluss
,
page 82
,
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alisna -::-ferst ITsta tripp^n
"baicko ^rfiltir magan Pahs
balk flaska maleJo pre skan
balla frisk marks. ^fa
•srbanda frumjan marrJan jhvahl ja
bank furbjan ma-Tp urgTTll
baro Santa maipv uad
bast j an *gelda nuska wai
( beber ) gram ‘i-peppa v/alda
bind a. grTs raust Jan '-'Y/anga
blank halla iTTbaii warden
^5-bli.ind hanka saipa YvarJ an
bond hai-xi Jan sinn Y;s.rno’n
braklc hariberg'on skalja v/e rb’n
braioraon harpa skirn J sn v;e rra
brand he Ini skTOn v.^ss.
:;brasa hnapp sllmb
brekan hosa snell
brun kamarling sparcTn
•--bru/>iz kanna spelta
bulibn kasto sporo
burs kotta stux’m
drud kratfbn sunja
falda kripja suppa
fal\7 krultja tappo
fani l8.ppC. te.ppbh
55-fello likkbn titta
'^>feltir liska tra,ppa
\ I<-ro
<
• 1
•*5
•I
i
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These woi^s, taken from Brfi.ch ( 1 ) ,exhibit the influence of
the Germanic diaJects on the Vulgar Latin; and , as already
stated, such influence is limited to vocabula.ry. Ho doubt
some woid-s of Germanic origin remained in the Latin for a
short time only, and did not pass into the Romance languages
upon their development , but rather disa.ppeared entirely (2),
After an analysis of the listed v;o axis
,
I shall proceed to a
discussion of the later borrov/ings (after 400 A.D.) and of
the conditions and paths of "Entlehnung'h ror the present , then,
I turn to the individual words.
B. Analysis of the Words.
Alisna: The V70rd has the same meaning in the Germanic as
in the Vulgar Latin,namely 'Aiile*. Its form is Westgermanic
.
It occurs in Provencal a.s ’aleBna’,and in the modern French
dialect developed from Proven^ia.l it appeans as ’adzeno',an
interesting metathesis (3) .modern French ’alene Italian (4)
' lesina,
'
,and the Spanish ’adesna'
,
’ lesna’
,
' lezna' (5). In form
and meaning it has suffered little change.
Bakko : A Westgermanic form, signifying ' Schinken
’
,as in
Old High German 'bahho' and Lliddle High German ’bache'. The
Vulgar Latin at first had this meaning also for 'bakko', but
gradually the v/ord assumed the additional meaning of 'living
pig' , and in Portuguese it became narrowed to mean 'first born
or first-year swine' in the form 'b^coro' (6). Old French and
Provencal 'bacon', but not kept by modern French. From a Spanish
(1) BrdchrEinfluss ,pa.ge 8?. (4) Sdgren: Ital .Diet
.
,pa.ge 227.
(2) BrfichiEinfluss ,page 19. (5) Guyas : Diet .,' ale sna'
(3) ^higlaxle : Grammaire ,page 90. (6) Briich: Sinfluss ,page 160.
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'bacon comes the Spanish ’ baconar ' (piJheln
,
the only form
preserved by the language (l).
Balk: The Vulgar Latin and Y/estgermanic meanings are
practically the same ,
'
Ealken ’ . The modern Romance languages
apparently received the v/oixl by v;ay of the proven^s.l 'bal-
con' (with Latin 'one' rather than any rela,tion with Ger-
manic -5:-balkon) ,as Meyer-Ltibke claims (2) . Llodern Spanish
has 'bale on' ,
Balia: Westgermanic worxi meaning 'V/arenballen ' with
the same significance in Vulgar Latin. Old french 'bale'
and modern English 'bc,le' retain the original sense, as does
modem French 'balle* and Spanish 'bala' . Briich "believes the
word came into Spanish through the Provencal or possibly the
French (3).
---Banda.: The v/ord corresponds to Gothic 'band\7a' v/ith
the disappea.rance of 'w' after a long syllable in Y/est-
germanic. It is a ’Jestgermanic form (4} .Portuguese 'bandeira',
Spanish 'bandera' . The Germanic signification is 'Zeichen',
but the Vulgar Latin had narrov/ed the meaning to * Feldzeichen
'
or 'Fahne',and to those who stood under a. ' Fahne '
,
the.t is, a
band of men. This is an example of the specialization of a
Germanic word in the popular La.tin ,a frequent process.
Bank: A Yiestgermanic word,v/hich Kluge (5) traces to Ger^
manic -:;-banki . Vulgar Latin '-2i-bancu'
,
Provenial ‘bancs '(6),
Spanish 'banca' . The 'word appears as a masculine in the first
(1) Brtich:Einfluss ,page l60. (4) Kluge :Grundriss ,1 ,423 .
( 2 ) Lieye r-Ltibke : Y/buch , page 907 . ( 5 ) Kluge : YFouch , ' Bank ' .
(3) Brdch:Einfluss , pages 157; (6) Diez :Prov.Diet ., 'Bancs '
.
201 ,I,3,b.

Spanish edition of the "Libro de Alexandre" (ascribed to
C-onzalo de Berceo,died about 1246) by Sanchez in 1762, as
'bancos de plata*(l). As the word in the C-emanic exhibited
both masculine and feminine gender, it seems very probable
that the occurrence of the woixl in two genders in Vulgar
Latin can be referred to the Germanic dua.l gender, but
Lrtich doubts this explanation, and believes the Vulgan Latin h
the word in both genders simply "aus Linfluss anderer ViftSrter'’
and nothing more (2). Compare modern Spanish 'banca' , 'banco ’
.
Baro ; A V'e stgermanic form denoting a 'strei nearer
Llann', which meaning the popular Latin accepted, and also ex-
tended to mean a va.ssal , fighter . But For*d thinlis that possib-
ly the T;ord is connected with the Latin *baro',a. stupid per-
son, therefore a servant, one doing service, as in the Old
French ' baron ’, accusative case of 'ber' equiva.lent to the
C-emanic ’bero',a bearer, a man. It is of uncertain source
(3). Compare Spanish 'varon'. Provengal 'baron' exhibits the
meanings
,
fighte r ,man ( no t woman ) , rule r , fe udal lord. ,human
be ing (Men s ch ) ( 4 )
,
Bastjan; We stgermanic v;ord 'flechten'. Vulgar Latin,
hov;ever ,gave the word the meaning 'Y^^de des geflochtenen
liauses herstellen' (5) , another instance of specialization,
8.S in -i^bsnda. The idea, of 'flechten' and 'bauen' appears in
the Old French end Provencal 'bastin', the Italian 'bastire'
and ' imbastire
'
( sew with long sti Lches ) , the Portuguese
(1) FordiOld Sp.,page 31, (4) Appel ipr.Chrest .
,
paragraph 1 2 ; page 136. page 217.
(2) Brtlch:Einfluss
,
pages 147,146.
(3) Ford: Old Sp.,page 190.
( 5
)
Britch :Einfluss ,page
173 .
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' bastir’
^
stitch lining in a hat), the French 'ba\,ir' ,and
the Spanish 'bastidor' (embroidery fraiae ) , ' basta ' (a coarse
stitch)
,
and the verb 'bastear*. Comps-re English 'baste*.
(Beber): 7/e stgemanic form from G-ermanic --;beber.
The word occurs in Old French as ' be ivre Provencal 'befre',
and ' beure ' ( verb) (l),and Vulgar Latin '---bibru' .Modern
Spanish 'beber' seems to have come through the Provencal (_} .
Beber in placed in parentheses as a word of doubtful Ger-
manic origin, perhaps being related to Latin 'fiber'
1 u 1 i Sfn 'bevere* and 'bere'.
Binda; Both in popular Latin and 7/estgermanic the woixl
denotes 'Binde'. It was carried into the Vulgar Latin by
Roman merchants who had traded in Germany and then returned
home. The term then spread from the language of business into
the daily populat? Latin (4) . Llodem Spanish 'venda'
,
'vendan* .
Blank; The Vulgar Latin took over the meaning of the
7/estgermanic word , namely , 'weiss ' . Ihe form appears in Portu-
guese as ' branco ', French 'blanc ', Italian 'bianco',and Spanish
'bianco' (5) • Compare English 'blank' , 'blanch' , *blea,ch' .
-:s-31und: The Vulgar Latin and Y/estgermanic meaning is
'blond', and probably referred to the haAr of the Germans.
Kluge states thaA the form '-;:-blund ', which died out in hist-
orical German,is the German "Bezeichnung der von den R^rnern
'rutilus' genannten Haarfarbe der Gernianen . " (6) .Ertich points
(1) Kitchen : Provencal
,
page 56. (4) Br(ich;Einfluss ,page 93.
(2) Brdch:Einfluss ,page 201. (5) Diez :Etyrn .7/buch ,' Blanc '
(3) 3riich:Einflusc,page 67 . (6) Kluge :Grundriss , 1 , 2 ,330
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out that the ’-«-Dlund' has not heen retained in any Ger-
man dialect , which fact he considers "freilich h<ychst auf-
f^llig"and this might well lead to "manche Bedenken" as to
its source ( 1 )
.
Eord: Vulgar Latin received the Westgermanic form and
meaning of this word ,nsinely, | Rand ' . Spanish ' bo i-xlo accord-
ing to L'leyer-Ltibke (2) ,came into the Spanish through the
Portuguese. The Italian 'bordo' refers to ships only, the
meaning of 'border' being obsolete (3), except in a fev/
dialects including Venezicno and Piemontese (4). Spanish
has 'borde' and 'bordo'.
Brakk: A V/estgenuanic woi\I meaning ' Bracke ' ,v/hich sense
the Vulgar Latin preserved. Proven^a.1 shows ' brae ',modern
French 'branue'. The word was brought into the Vulgar Latin
by Roman merchants dealing with the Germans (5). Spanish has
'braco',8.s in 'perro brano
' ,
(perro perdiguero) .
Bramianh: This Westgermanic word means in both its
German dia.lect ind in populan Latin 'in Brunst brdllen' . In
Vulgar Latin it wats applied to 'Hirsche' at first (6) and then
transferred to other anim8.1s,and finally it was used for
'Lriillen ohne Brunst' , as in reference to the sea and to
thinider. Old French has ' braiiie ',modern French 'bramer'
( S8-id of deer, in original sense , therefore ' ,a^id Itc!,lian ex-
hibits ' bramare ' (me a.ning, however , to desire strongly, to wish
for, and apparently not applied a.t present to animals), and
( 1 )Brfich:IHinfluss ,page 69. (4) Briich :Einfluss ,page 63.
(2) lIeyer-Lii.bke ,Rom.ViTbuch, 1215 . (5) Brfich :Linfluss ,page 93.
(3) Edgren: Diet., page 63. (6) Briich:Einfluss ,page 170.

the obsolete ’braiaito’ (animal cry or hov;l) . Curiously,
Edgren ( 1 ) seems ignorant of the source of these Italian
v;ords. Modem Spanish has ' bramar
' ,
' brexiido ' .
Brand; This Westgermanic word originally sigiaified
'Das Blinken' ,then 'Feuer' ,end finally 'Klinge des Schv/ertes'
and in this sense it appears in Provencal 'bronha';and at
last the word csixie to be applied to the entire sword, as in
modem Italicn 'brando'. French 'brandin' , and Spanish 'blcj,idi
(note exchange of '1' for 'r'^ retain the root, but refer to
the act of vraving the weapon. Compare English 'brandish'.
'"•Brasa; The Y/estgemanic brasa means 'Feuer
'
, 'Glut f .
But the Vulgar Latin ha,s specialized the i/ord to 'gltiliende
iCohle
" { 2 ) . Provencal ' brasa
' ; French ' brase ' , ' brasier '
;
Ita.lian ' bragia' ( obsolete ,meaning 'smoldering coals') (3).
Spanish has 'brasa' and ' bra,sero ' ( 4) .
Erekan: In Old French and Provencal , cognates of this
v;ord had the meaning ' zermaiLmen
' ,
' zerreissen
'
, thus strengthen
ing the origine.l Y/estgemanic sense of ' brechen ', which the
Vulgar Latin had. Later Vulgar Latin assumed the meaning of
'zermalmen'also ,and the sense 'Hanf brechen' ,which sur-
vives in the modem Portuguese and in the French 'broyer
du chanvre'(5). Italian offers 'breccia' , French 'breche',and
Spanish 'brecha'
.
Brtiii: In Vulgar Latin and in V.'estgermanic this woixl
signified 'braun'. Provenj?al 'brun'
,
Italian 'bruno'.The
(1) Edgren : Di c t. , page 70. (4) Cabrera:Dicc ., 'Brasa'
.
(2) Meyer-Ldbke :Rom.Wbuch, 1276 . (5) Clifton :Fr.Diet
.,
page
(3) Edgren ’.Diet . ,page 70. 175 .

Spanish form 'bruno' probably entered Spanish and also
Portuguese by way of Fra.nce (l). Kluge (2) points out that
the ’brun',and also other colors, -.vas brought into popular
23
Latin by the Germanic soldiirs with v/hoin the Romans came
c
in contact. The Romans
,
exited by the ga.y colors of the
Germanic fighters
,
called the colors by the names they learned
from the Germans.
verheiratete Frau'. But the Vulgar La.tin 'brutis' denoted
' jungverhe irate te Tocliter' . The meaning often varies, but this
seems to be the most usual usage (3). French 'bru'. It seems
that the word does not occur in modern Spanish. The Gothic
loan-v7ord up to 400 A.D. in the Vulgar Latin that is of
Gothic origin (4),
Lauge waschen' . It survives in Spanish and Italian in the
following forms: Italian ' bucato ' ' lye ) and its derivatives;
Spanish 'bu^ada',and 'bogaxlaP (bucking of clothes in lye).
German, but became narrowed to 'kleine Stadt* in the Vulgar
Latin
,
probably becanse the Germans Imd only 'oppida' but
no 'urbes '( 5) .Originally the v/ord denotes a ’fortified place'.
This is a Gothic word meaning usually
'
Jung-
form is derived from the theoretical *brut>iz . It is the only
Ite.llan has ' borgo
',
French 'bourg',and Spanish 'burgu^'and
' Burgo s ' ( 6 ) .
(l) BrtichrEinfluss
,
page 68 . (4) Briich :Binfluss ,page 'ii4
(
2
) Kluge ; Grundri s s
,
Pauil ,1,2,329. ( 5
)
Kluge : Etym .Wbuch
,
' Burg
( 3 ) Erlich : Einflus
s
,
page 1 80
. ( 6 ) Ford : 0 Id Sp .
,
page i 93 .
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Drud: A T/estgemanic vjoixL ci£jilfying in German
and in Vulgar Latin 'Liebhal)er ’
,
'Geliebter Freund'. In this
U
sense it occurs in the Portguese 'drut' (obsolete;. Pro-
vencal has the phrase 'faire de drut','einen Lrhj.en nebjuen’
(l). ilodern Italian 'druda' . Spanish has the doubtful ’drope'
(colloquial for 'vile man'.
Falda: The Vulgar J.atin meaning is 'Rochschoss ' .In
the modern Romance the v/ord has extended its signification to
' Schilrze ' ,and to the 'base of a mountain', as in Italicji
'falda' . Spanish sliov/s 'falda'
,
'halda'
,
'haldada'
,
'haldear'
,
and a fev; other derivatives. French 'faude'(parc a brebis)
is in no way connected with ' falda' ( 2 ) .Provencal 'falda'. The
t;ord i s T/e stge niiani c .
Falw: 'Jestgernisnic v;ord meaning, also In the Vulgar
Latin, ' fahl ' . It v/a.s probably brought into the XDopular Latin
by German soldiers, as in the instance of 'brim' (which see).
French ' fauve '
,
Portuguese ' fouveiro ' , Spanish ' flavo '
,
related
to Latin ' flavus '
.
Italiam 'pallido ', Spanish 'palido' are re-
lated to 'falw' through the Latin 'pallidus'. 'Falv/' goes
back to a Sanskrit 'palita' .Compare English 'fs.llow' deer'(p).
Fani : 'Kot' (Latin 'lutum') is the mesming of this
word in the Westgermanic and Vulgar Latin. 'Fani 'seems to
have been used to cover v;alls in the construction of houses
by the Germans, and so also had the meaning of 'Lehm'. Ita.l-
ian ' fanga'
,
French ! fange '
,
Spanish ' fango '
,
' fangoso ' .Pro-
(
1
) Appe 1 : Pr . Chre s t
.
,
page 242 .
(2) f^rdch;Einfluss ,page 164.
(3) Skeat: Etym.Dict. 'Fallow'
.
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vencal 'fane' and 'fanha'.
-"-Fello: This T7est£ierne-nic term was ca,rried into the
Vul[;,ar Latin by the G-erman slaves of the Romans ( i ) . It
signifies 'Peitscher' and then, v/hen the beating of slaves
ceased, it came to mean merely 'bSsartig'. Italian 'fello'
French ' felon ', Spanish ' felonia' .Proven^e.l exhibits Ifelneyar'
(treulos handeln./
,
'felnia' 'Bosheit)
,
'felon' {B5sev;icht,ArG-
listiger) (2) : and apparently the sense of ’peitschen’ h£is not
been preserved by the Romance languages. Compare OHG . ' fillen '
.
'J^Feltir: A Westgermanic vjoixljSuebian dialect (3 ) jineaning
in the German and Vulgar Latin 'Filz'. Possibly the form
should be *»-filtir ,rnd this became -»-feltir as a result of
crossing with the Vulgar Latin 'feltar' of Spain, this 'feltar'
being another form of the Germanic v/ord ( 4) .Portuguese and
Italian 'feltro',01d French and Provencal ' feutre ',modern
French 'feutre', and Spanish 'fieltro'. Also French !filtrer'
^originally , to strain through felt ), Spanish ' filtrar
'
,and
English 'filter'. All these vrords are related to the German
'falzen',to groove or join together(5)
•
•js-Ferst: Yfestgermanic and Vulgar Latin gave this word
the meaning 'First'. The Vulgar Latin signification is found
in the Old French 'frest' and modern Portuguese 'festo'.
Spanish has ' enhie sto ' ( upright ) , and ' enhe sta-r ' .
-"-Filtir: The same as '^s-feltir' .
Flaska: Yfestgermanic and Vulgar Latin gave tlie word the
' I ) LrdchtSinfluss ,page l83 .
(2) Appel rPr.Chrest ., page 254.
( 4 ) lieye r -LUbhe : Rom .Wbuch
,
3305, and Brdch:Einfluss
,
page 27
.
( 3 ) Brtlch : Einflus s
,
pa,ge 1 9 . (5) Skeat :Etym .Diet .1^ 'Flask'.
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meaning 'umflochtene Flasche * . The term v;as probably intro-
duced into the Vulgar Latin by German soldierc . The
meaning 'lunflochtene Flasche' still survives in the Italisji
'fiasco'. Spa^iish ' frasco
'
(note 'r'for'l'}. French 'flacon',
and Old French ' flasche ' .She a,t states that 'flaska' is hardly
a Teutonic v/ord
,
but is in source related possibly to the
Gaelic ' ''rg' (2) .
Frish: The Vulgar Latin and T/estgermaaiic denota^jion is
'frisch'. Old French ' fres '( feminine ' fresche
'
,our 'fresh'),
and modem French 'frais*. Italian and Spanish 'fresco'. The
uoml was probably brought into Vulgar Latin by Roman traders,
and then spread from co:ni:iercial usage to general usa.ge (3). It
apparently referred to the freshness of their wares. Compare
Lithuanian 'preskas' meaning ' sweet , unsoured
'
,
Frujnjan: Westgermanic and Vulgar Latin mecuiing is
"hervorbringen " • Old Italian! frumia,re and modern Italian
'fornire'. Spanish 'fornir' possibly caLie from France (4).
French ' fournir' , Prover^al 'forinir'. Also Spanish 'fomitura'.
Compare German ' furniren' ,and Fnglish ' veneer furnish' .
Furbjan: 'Iletalle putzen' is the meaning of the v;oitl
in Germanic (R'est) and Vulgar Latin .Provencal 'forbir'.
Italian ' forbire
'
.French ' fourbir' .Spanish seems to have lost
the word. Compare English 'furbish',
Ganta: The Westgermanic denotation i(S 'Gans',but the
(
1
) BrtAchiEinfluss ,page 99 .
(2) Skea-t :Etym .Diet Flank
'
(
3
) Brilch ,Einflus s
,
page 93 .
(4) BrtlchiEinflus s , page 71.
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Vulgar Latin specialized the v/orl to 'wilde Gans ' .Provencal
'ganta' . Cognate words are Spanish ’ ^sar ’
,
’ ganso ' . Compare
Lnglish ’goose*. The word is the Sanskrit 'hamsa',and the
Indoge rmanic -::ghenc ( 1 ) .
-::-Gelda: The v/e stgenmanic meaning is ' Opferversarunlung
’ ,
hut the Vulga,r Latin gave the word the designation ’kultus-
vereinigung von Soldaten
’
( 2) , Old French ’ja,ude’ irom ' lea.lde ’ .
Ita.lian 'geldra ’( obsolete ) . It seems Spanish lost ’---gelda’
.
Gram: We stgermanic and -Vulgar Latin meaning is 'traurig'.
Italian ’grinta’ ( sinister face). French ’grimaner' .Spanish
’grima’ . Italian 'gramo*. Compare English 'grim 'grin '
.
Gris: V/estgerraanic and Vulgar Latin meaning is 'grau'
.
As with the other v/ords of color, 'grls' was introduced by
German soldiers. Provencal ' grls French ' gris Italian
'rr'.-'io Spanish 'gris'. The Teutonic root word is ---graegwoz
(3). Compare Sv/edish 'gra' ,English 'gray) 'grey'.
IleHan Westgermanic and Vulgar Latin 'Halle'. Pogatscii-
er claims the Romance 'sala' is derived from 'sal' plus
'halla' (4), but this is decidedly questionable . 'llalla' does
not survive in Portuguese and Spanish.French 'halle
'
i market
plane with open roof)
. The word comes from a Germanic e-helan
(to cover) .Compare English 'ha-11
' ,
'hell'
,
'hole ' .
Hankan V^e stge rmanic and Vulgar Latin 'Hilfte'. The Vulgar
Latin meaning is preserved in French 'lianche Portuguese and
'
1 ) Skeat :Stym .Diet
.
,
'^oose
'
(2) Brdch:Einfluss ,page 17o.
( 3
)
Ske ah : Etym .Diet.
,
page 22 1
,
(4) Pogatscher :Zeitschrift
,
11 ^ 16 .
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’anca*;'but Spanish has a^pplied the worcl to 'Ilinter-
bachen’ ( 'anca'
,
which does not uec-ii 'bin ' ' .Skeat claims tnat
'hsjika' is Frankish ( i ) .
Hard j an; ’Jestgermanic o-nd Vulgar Latin 'nutig nachen' .
Italian ' amire ' ( be bold} ,
'
aixlitessa' . French 'hardi'.
Spa.nish 'ai-\ior'
,
hotness
,
boldness) evidently has its source
in Latin ' ard“re Spanish ’ arder
' ,
althougli Foi-xi points out
that the v;ord may be regarded possibly as derived from
'bardjsji' through Old Spa.nish ' fardido '
,
' fardida '
,
' ardida
' ,
meaning ' bold '
,
' haixly ' . 'Ardida' in this sense occurs in
the Poema del Cid in the phrase 'ardida lanca',to which Foixl
refers (2). Indoger*manic '*kartus'.
Hariberg'on: ’Sin Heer unte rbringe
n
' in ?/estgermejiic ,but
' beherbergen ' in the popular Latin. Provencal 'albergar',
'arbergar'. Italian ' albergo
'
( inn) . French ’auberge ' .Spanish
' abrigar' .These forms preserve the Vulga.r Latin menaing. The
'h' tends to be dropped in Romaaice derivatives , although it
appears a few times in earlier French and Proveii^al .Note
the cha.nge of and 'r*. German retains the 'h' .
Harpa: 'Harfe' of hostgermanic and Vulgar Latin. The
Provencal ' arpa’meaning 'Griff' or 'Kra.lle'(3) apparently
has the earlier sense of 'Haken',also a.ue ' (4) ,a,s does also
French ' happe r
' ( 1ay hold o f ) , 1 1ali a,n ' a.rp i c a,re '(climb by
grasping) , Spanish 'a.rpaxlo' (hooked
,
serrated)
,
'arpeo' (nautical
( i )Skea.t:Etyn.Dict . ,pa.ge 234. (3) Appel :Pr .direst . ,pa.ge 2i3.
(2) Ford;01d Sp.,page 186, ( 4)l3r{lch:SinfluEs ,pa.ge 153.
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term for a grappling iron; ' 1 ) . Harp in Spajiisli ia 'arpa'.
Helm: 'lielm' in Vuj.gar Latin and vfestgermanic . Pro-
ven^a.l 'e In' .French 'heaume'. Italian 'elmo'. Spanish 'yelmo'.
The Germanic 'helm according to Skeat,can be traced to
•;:-helrn (to cover}. Compare 'halla' above (-} .
?Inapp: ' TrinhgefM,ss ' in Vulgen Latin and i7estgema.iiic .
Italian shows 'na.ppo',but it seems the word does not occur in
French and Spanish.
Kosa: Wesjsgermanic and Vulgar Latin ' Eeinkleidung vorn
Ijiie abw^rts ' . Old French 'hose'. Apparently the Romcince
languages have no living derivs.tives of ’ ho sa ' .Compare Liiglish
'hose ' .
Kamarling: Westgermanic and Vulgar Latin 'Kammervor-
steher'
. It is the La.tin ' cubiculanius ' . Also, in Germanic it
meant 'K&nmerling ' .Provencal has ' chaiiiberere ' (Kamraerfrau) (f).
Spanish ' carmarlengo ' . Compare Latin ' camera' ,Lnglish 'chamber',
and ' chamberISvin ' .
Kanna: Westgermanic and Vulgan Tjatin 'Kanne'. Old French
' chane ',Provencal 'cana'. But the Provencal meaning became
broader than the Vulgan Latin ' Kanne '; name ly ,' une me sure de
capacity (4). Ifodern Romance languages ha.ve lost the V7ord
.
Kasto: Vulgar Latin and Westgermanic 'Einfassung eines
Edelsteins
' ( 5 ) . The Germaais no doubt learned this art from the
Romans, and applied the teria ' kasto which was then taken up
by the Romans, to the setting. Italian ' castone '( bezel of a ring
(1) Cuyj^s : Sp .Diet
.,
page 44, (4) Briich :Sinfluss ,page
in Sp.-Eng. pant. 164.
(2) Skeat lEtjm.Dict
.
,page 237. (5) BrfichiEinfluss ,pa.ge
139.
( 3 ) Appe 1 : Pr . Chre s t
. ,
page 22 1
.
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to hold the gem). French ' chaton '( bezel) .Spanish 'engaste*.
Kotta; Y/estgermanic ' yberwurf
' ,
' wollener Rock' , and
the same in the Vulgar Latin. French 'cotte'(de naillec),
Italian 'cotta*, and Spanish 'cota,'(de ma,ll a,) .Compare our'coat'.
RrattTn: ITestgermanic and Vulga.r Latin 'kratzen' In
Italian it is retained as 'grattare'. French 'gratter'
,
Spanish 'gratar* . Compare English, 'grate ', Swedish 'kratta' .
Kripja: Vulgar Latin a.nd V.bstgermanic 'Krippe'.The
Italian has ' greppia *, French 'ci^xhe'. Apparently Spanish has
lost the word.
Krukja: In Vulgar Latin and V/estgermanic it signifies
a 'Stock mit gekriimmteEi Ende ' . Italian 'gruccia' .Spanish seems
to ha.ve lost the word. French 'crochu' (crooked) .Compare 'crooked.
La Y/estgermanic and Vulgar matin 'Latte'. Italian
' latta.'
,
French ' latte ', Spanish 'lata'. Compare English 'lath',
possibly shov/ing Welch influence (Hath, a, rod), and the Ger-
man ' Ladejj ' ( 1 ) .
LTlck'^n: Westgerraanic and Vulgar Latin 'lecken'.
Italian ' lec care ', French 'lecher*. Rot in modern Spanish.
Liska: Westgemanic and Vulgar Latin ' Lieschgra.s ' .
French ' laiche '( sedge ), Italian * le sea.' (piemontese ), absent in
modern Spanish.
LTsta: V/estgermaiiic and Vulgar Latin 'Streifen'.
Italian and Spanish ' lista ' .French ' liste ' .English 'list',
Hagan: This word meant in Vulgar Latin (’--exma.gare
)
'to rob of physical strength' .Prove n_^a.l 'esmaiar*
,
Old Spanish
(l) Skea.t :Etym .Diet . 'Lath'.
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'desmayar' jOXid the modern Spenish 'de siaaya,r
'
, 'desinayo ' ,
Old French '---denmayer' . Italian ' smagare ’ . English 'dismay'.
_i,ie Komance meanings carry over the Vulgar Latin meaning
into the psychical side of maji'^s life. Portuguese 'esmagarse',
'to feel, oppressed'.
Hah jo: "Maurer in IVestgemianic and Vulgar La.tin.
Lov7 Latin 'macio'. French 'ma^on'. Italian 'massone '. Span-
ish 'ma.son' . From a base -Ji-mat ( cut , hack) , as in English
'mattock'. Old High G-erman 'mezzo', and German 'Steinmetz'
; I )
.
Spanish 'marrazo '
.
Marka: 'Grenzgehiet ' in Vfestgermanic and Vulgar Latin.
Related to the Latin 'margo', Gothic 'marka' , Persian 'marz
'
,
Old Irish 'mruig' . French 'marge'. Italian 'margo' (obsolete
or poetical). Spanish 'muga
'
,
' comarca ' . Compare English
'mank' and 'march'.
I.Iarrjan: Westgermanic ' aufhalten
'
,but in Vulgar Latin
-
'vom rechtem V/ege abbringen
'
,as in the Old French 'marrir'.
The term applies both to physical and iWi^-psychical 'going
astray'. Modern French 'marri
'( grieved }, Italian ' smanrirsi '
Spanish 'marrar' . Compare the Gothic 'marz jan
'
( ^rgern)
.
Liar: Westgermanic and V^ulgar Latin 'Edelmarder' .
Proven^a.1 'marto ', Italian 'matora' , French 'martre ' ,01d French
'martrin
'
,Low Latin 'martures
'
(pi .), Spanish 'marta' .Compare
Sv/edish 'mard ',Danish 'maar'
,
English 'marten',
llar^r: This word is a variant of 'mar' .
( 1 ) Skeat :Etym . Diet
.
,page 317.

IJusIca: '/7estgermanic and Vulgar Latin 'Spange',
which meaning is fouiid in the Old French 'nosche'.
Provencal 'nosca’ ( collier) . Italian 'nusca'
(
'Halshette ' ) .
Middle High Germeji 'nusche ' ( ' Schnalle ' ) .
^^-Pa^jja: Westgermanic and Vulgar Latin 'Pfote'.
Old French ’poe modern French 'patte Provencal 'pauta'
,
Catalcji 'pota' , Portuguese and S]panish ’nata* . Compare the
Low German 'pote’, Dutch ’poot’, English 'pav;' (i).
Raustjan: V/estgermanic and Vulgar Latin 'rcisten'.
Italian ' arrosto
'
,
' arrostire ’ . French ’r^tir' . Spanish
(Old ) ' rostar ' . Compare Irish 'rost'(roast meat), and the
Vfe Ich ’ rho s tio ' ( 2 ) .
RTban: Westgermanic ' reissen' ,but Vulgar Latin
' raufen
'
('beirri Streit) . Provenja.l 'riote jar' ,01d French
' rioter Vulgar Latin --rihottare Italian ' riotta' (disxjute )
Jot present in Spanish. Compare English 'riot'.
Sai>Da: Westgermanic and Vulgar Latin ' Seife ' .Latin
' sapo ' . The word early in Vulgar Latin meant an 'agent
for coloring the hair', and then later 'any agent for wash-
ing'. French ' savon Portuguese ' sahao ', Italian ' sapone
'
Spanish 'jaoon'. From Germanic ' seipan '( trickle ) . Compare
Middle High German 'sifen'. Latin 'sapo' is a Germanic
borrowing .
Sinn; Westgermanic and Vulgar Latin 'Sinn'. Italian
'senno'(3). Italian alone retains this 'sinn'.
(1) Skeat :Ltym .Diet
.
,377 • (3) Ldgren
:
It .Diet
.
,
(2) Skeat :Etym .Diet . ,page 452 page 4o2 .
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Skalja: '.Test^erLiajiic end. Vulgar Latin 'Schuppe'.
Old French ’eccale modern French '(fcale'. Italian
' scaglia’ ( scale of fish or sna,he). Spanish 'esc ala' and
'escarna' are of Latin origin. OIIG . ' scala' . German 'Schale'.
Swedish ' skal ' . English 'scale'. From -;:-skelan meaning 'to
cut ,divide
'
. Lithuanian ' skelti
'
( cleave ) ( 1 ) .
.
Shinn jam: We stgemanic and Vulgar Latin "‘beim Kampfe
schtitsen' . Italian 'scherma'
,
'schermire' .French 'escrir.ier' .
Provenca.l 'escrima' , Spanish 'esgrimir' , 'esgrima' .French
I / Iecran .
Skm: 'Schaum' in Westgermanic and Vulgar Latin.
Italian ' schiuma ', French '^uiiie'. Spanish 'espuma' , 'espuxnar ' .
Glimh: Westgermanic and Vulgar Latin 'schief'. This
meaning is present in the Old French 'esclemha' ,modern
French (southern dialect from Provencal' 'esclembo'. The
v;ord later developed the meaning ' schr^g machen' . French
’(^'charde'. uuigar Latin '-:s-esclemha,re (2) .
Snell: 'Flink' in Vulgar Latin and Westgeimianic .
Old French 'esnel Italian 'snello'. Apparently the v/ord
is lost in modern French and Spanish.
Sparoh: ?7estgermanic and Vulgar Latin 'sparen'.
Vulgar Latin ' '::-sparai re ', Proven^a.l 'espa^bar'
,
French
'e'pargner'
,
Italian ' risparmiare ' . Not in Spanish.
Spelta: 'Spelt' in Westgermanic and Vulgar Latin,
Italian ' spe Ida' ( spelt , sma,ll brown wheat ), French 'e*pe autre'.
(I; Skeat :Ftyr.i .Diet
.
,page 465. (2)Brtich:Einfluss /page 75.
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But for the pla.nt Spajiish emplo^^B 'escanda'.
Sporo: 'JeotGermanic and Vulcar Latin 'Sporn'.In
French ' non Italian ' sprone '
,
Spajiish 'espuela' The
word is derived from ' '--sijeran ' ( to kid:'. Compare the
Lithuajiiaji ' spirt! ’( to kick,' .
Sturm: 'Kampf in l^estgermanic and VulGar Latin.
West Saxon 'styrion'. Derivatives afosent in ilomance
,
Sunja: Westgernanic 'Hot', out Vulgar Latin 'Sorge'.
LomcX-ce languages have not preserved the word.
Suppa: Westgermauiic aiid Yulgc^r Latin i ' Brotsuppe ' .
Italian 'zuppa*
,
French ' soupe Spanish 'sopa'.
Tappo : Westgermanic and Vulge.r Latin 'Zapfen' .
Italian ' tappino. '
,
' tappare ' . Spanish ' tapc^n ' ( buna ) .
Tappon: The verb of 'tappo'. It signifies'to close
with a bung'. But Spanish 'tapar'(to cover) has a general-
ized meaning.
Titta.: Westgermanic and Vulgar Latin 'Zitze'. Ital-
ian ' tetta French ' t(^tin Spanish 'teta'. Compare the
Welch 'did' (teat).
Trappa: 'Falle' in vfestgermanic and Vulgar Latin.
Itedian ' trappolaV
,
Spanish 'trampa' , French 'trappe'.
y>ahs: Y/estgermanic and Vulgar Latin 'Dachs '. Ital-
ian ' tas so ' (badger) (l). Spanish ' tejdii '( badger ) .
f>rezksji: Vulgar Latin and Y^estgemianic 'to stamp
with the feet ' .Provencal ' treper ', French 'trepigner'.
(l) Ldgren: It .Diet
.
,
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Iptrfa: 'Tuft' in Y/estgeriaanic and Vulgar Latin. Also
'Haarbtlschel ' . French ' touffe '. Italian 'ciuffetto',
Spanish 'tufo'( locks of hair) (l).
|)uahlja: Westgermanic and Vulgar La.tin 'Handtuch'.
Old Saxon ' thwahan
'
(v/ash) , French ' touaille '
,
Italiaai
'tovaglia' Spanish 'toalla.'. Compare English 'towel'.
Urgoli : V/estgemianic aaid Vulgar Latin ' stolz ' .
Italian ’ orgoglioso ', French ' orgueilleux ', Spanish
' orgulloso
'
.
77ad: Westgeiana,nic and Vulgar Latin 'Furt' . Spanish
has 'vadear'
.
v7ai : Vulgar Latin and V^estgermanic 'ufehe'. Italian
'guaio '
,
'guai
'
. Spanish 'ay!'.
Walda: IVestgermenic end Vulgar Latin 'V/au' . Portu-
guese ' gualdo ' (yellow) i Spanish ' gualdo '( yellow) ,' gualda
'
(the weld plant, Reseda luteola,which yields the dye).
Compare English 'weld' and 'woald'.
-::-u’anga: Vifestgernanic and Vulgar Latin 'Spaten'.
The Italian has 'vanp;a.'.
Wa.rdon: V/estgermanic and Vulgar La/tin 'to be on
guard' .Italian 'guardia' , 'guardane
'
. French 'garden'
,
Spanish 'guardar' .
TiVarjan: Vulgar Latin and w'estgermanic 'to shelter,
protect in defensive war, save'. Spanish 'guarecer' .
V/arnTTn: \7estgemanic and Vulgar Latin 'mit etwan
versehen' . Spanish 'guarnecer' . Italian 'guarnire'.
) 1 ) Guyas : Sp .Diet . , ' tuf
o
'
.

French 'garnir'
.
V/ernn: Vulgar Latin and We stgemanic 'Schmuck-
sachen aus bilherdraht herstellen' . Italian 'ghirlanda'
,
Spanish 'guirnalda' (Kranz) . Compare English 'wire*.
V/erra; Vulgar Latin and Westgermanic ; 'Krieg'
.
Ita.lian 'guerra' , French 'guerre Spanish 'guerra. ' .
ViTsa: V/e s tgermanic and Vulgar Latin 'Weise'.
Italian 'guidare
'
,01d French ' guise modern French 'guider'
,
Spanish 'gu^a' . Compare the English 'wise', 'in this T/ise'.
It is well at this point to add a few comments on
the above anadysis of the words. For the purpose of com-
parison the presence of each word in the various Romance
languages (except Roumanian) is given.Ho a^ttempt is made
to place the Westgermanic words in their proper dialects,
as the form of the v/ord or its
'
Verbreitung ' in the Ger-
manic can be of little value in any determination of the
dia.lects for this early period. Accordingly the usage of
Briich (l) is followed, and all the words of Westgermanic
source a.re classified simply as ' Westgemanic ' . It will be
noted that all the v/ords a.re Westgermaaiic except the Gothic
'-::-bru|piz ' . Note also that but one Suebian word occurs,
'---feltir' . The forms which the words took in Vulgar Latin
can not be given, for the Germanic assumed a great variety
of forms in the Vulgar Latin, as Brtich states in the 'Vor-
wort' of his 'Einfluss ' ( VIII ) ,v/ith considerable confusion.
( 1 ) Brtich : Einfluss ,page 115.
',
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Moreover, the written records of Vulgar Latin are very
scanty, and it is chiefly through a comparative study of
the Romance languages that the Vulgar Latin forms can he
learnedCO* This is another heason for giving the v;ords
in their various forms in the ancient and modern Romance
languages. Further investigation of the v/riter , which is
beyond the scope of this thesis , indicates that these
Germa.nic v;ords v/ere thoroughy Romanized upon entering the
Vulgan La/oin in respect to phonology , syntax , and accent.
Usua.lly,the Vulgar Latin iiept the regular Germanic meaning
of a word at the time of borrowing.
C. Later Borrov;ing.
Although the determination of the earliest borrov;-
ings is the purpose of this disserta,tion,yet it seems
desirable to add here some *Lehnwi5rter ' from the German in
the Spanish V7hich entered after 400 A.D. The following list
gives the modern Spanish word v;ith the Germanic source. The
borrowing can not be dated. In siammary,it may be said tha.t,
even in mediate va,l and modern times, the Germanic influence
is decided weak.
Spanish word Germanic source
airon
adrunar rimon ( '.7e stge r
.
}
*hamgaro ( OHG
.
}
ascua
anroco Auerochs (NHG.)
azgo (Gothic)
ayo
aspa haspa (b'estger.)
•--hagjis (Gothic)
(1) Ford:01d Sp Introduction ,viii

agasaj ar gasaljans (Gothic'
Ford, page 77 • ( i
)
adobar dubban ( Vie s tge
r
.
‘
‘R’
, 1
arrancar *ranc F.I 06
anre an redan (.Gothic )F. iS 6
cloque -::-krok ( Vie stge r . )
carpa karpa ^ We s tge r
.
}
campean -js-kampa
,
OHG . kaiapf j an . F . 1 .
e scancia^or slcank jo , HKC- . ' ^-erxli
'
plus
'ano' F.220.
escamio sk^mon(OHG .
)
guante want (Westger.)
rueca rokka ( We stge r .
randa ---rand a. (Gothic)
rico reiks (Gothic )F. 280
sarria *::• sahrr j a ( Burgund i an
)
tregua triggwa (Gothic)
The dictionaries of Barcia^Cahrerajand Diez (see 'bi'blio-
graphy) have been very valuable in the compilation of this
list. It is to be regretted that there is not yet published
any accurate and complete etymological dictionary of the
Spanish language. The above list is, of course , not in-
clusive of all the borrowings in Spanish.lt is worthy of note
that many Spanish names are of Germanic -origin, such as:
Alfonso , Adamar , Alarico ,Alfredo ,Federico , Guillermo
,
Ram^,
Rodrigo, and others.
(1) signifies Ford' 'Old .Sp .,number is the page.
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D. Germanic Suffixes.
There are 8. fev: suffixes in the Vulgar Latin that
o.re of Germanic origin. Eri'ich ( 1 drawing from lieyer-
L^biie (2), gives the follow'ing: ' -ia,-ina, -TTne , -ard ' .
The '-ard' as in the Italian ’ bastardo
'
,
' gagliado
'
,
Spanish 'gallardo*. Also '-ing' is GermaniCjas in
Portuguese and Spanish ' -engo
'
(example :perrengue and
Provencal and Old French ' alhenc
'
,
’ rogenc ' . If the above
is true, then the Germanic exerted some influence on the
formation of Vulgar Latin words.
E. Conditions of Borrowing.
A study of the history of the Germanic invasions
of France
,
Italy
,
and Spain, reveals that there v;a.s indeed
plenty'’ of o^^portunity for borrov;ing from one langus-ge
into another. Oolite naturally the soldiers 'would refer
to the various parts of their equipment in their own
native language
,
ojid then these terms v/ould be taken up
by the soldiers of another nation, and thus spread into
the da,ily language of the people. Then
,
too ,mercha,nts
csine into contact with new nations and found it na.turally
to their great advantage to understand s-s 'well as possible
the language of their new buyers and sellers. Slaves, also,
would contribute nev/ words to the la^iguage of their
( 1 ^ .Brdch :EinflusG ,page 86 .
(2) I.Ieyer-T.^ibke ,Gram .der roin.Spr. ,II ,647.

masters, and at the same time learn terms from their
matters' longuage . In short, it cs,n be concluded that
the 'Lehnwiirter ' v/ere Introduced in a given Iciigua-ge
by definite occupa.tional classes. These classes were the
'Vermittler der Entlehmung
' ;
and woi-xis originally intro-
duced by them graxlua.lly found acceptance in the daily
language of the people and became common property of the
language. Brfich,as a result of his ovm study and the re-
searches of scholars to whom he refers,has placed the
Germanic loan-words of II, A, in definite occupational
classes. His conclusions will be followed in this dis-
cission. In order to understand how various words might
be introduced by a given class, it is well to beep in mind
the meanings as given in the analysis of the words.
In the Vulgar La.tin period the classes of Romans in
Germany were: 1 .Soldiers 2.Roman officials 3 .lierchants
.
Of these danse s the soldiers far outnumbered all the other
The officials were proba.bly comparatively few in niu.iber ( i )
The classes of Germans in Roman lands were: i .Soldiers
2.1nquilinen S.Slaves 4, Merchants. Of these the soldiers
were agahn present in the greatest number, then the slaves,
the Inqui linen, and the fev: German merchants. It can be
stated here that these German merchants and the Roman
officials in Germany were present in too small numbers to
be at all considered in the process of borrowing. German
(l) Bltliiiner :Die rilm. Privat
. ,
630.
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slaves in Roman power w’ere
,
however,decidedly numerous.
According to Stiickel (i) there were at lec.st 40,
such slaves aoout 400 A.D. The words introduceo. uy each
class cire as follows:
By Roman soldiers in Germany: hosa,---filjtir(-::-feltir)
,
kotta; bramm‘^n;drud; raust jan,--hrasa, suppa,,hakko jlTkiiGii,
skal j a ; hukon
,
^vahl j a .
By Roman me rchent s : be be r
,
mar/^^
,
s
,
trappa
;
brakko
,
ganta, spelta; saipa,skimii ,wald9,; balla, frisk: -::-nuska,binde
,
lista. In addition to the value of 'Biberfell' for clothing,
'Bibergeil' was in considerable demand for medicines.
By German soldiers in Roman lands: brand
,
helm, sporo
,
krip j a,; blank , -:i-blund , brTm , falw , grTs ; warn“5n , furbj an; marrj an
,
-:--banda,^ifa, sturrn, skirmj an, war j an; wad ,hariberg'^n ,w'ard^n;
spanTn ,w~r^n ,w'erra; flaska,hnapp ,kanna
,
tappa
,
tappon; ha^rpa;
rTban
,
raagan
,
urg‘51 i
,
sne 1 1 , hard j an , baro ; ge Ida ; wai .
By Inquilinen in Roman lands: ---wanga; balk,*ferst
,
halla,-5'r ,bank; bastjan,fani ,krukja,liska;makjo ,brekan .
The Inquilinen were Germans whio haxi entered Roman territory,
haH settled and constructed homes for themselves , and had.
turned to farming. They were mder Roman rule ,1).
By German slaves: kamarling,-"-fello; titta,falda.
By unclassified Germans in Roman lands: tripp^n,
^re skan
,
e pr^^a ,hanka ; sinn
,
wTsa
,
gram , sun j a , frumj an .
1
'
0 dcke 1 : Die Germanen ,10.
(
0
^likine
r
: Die r5m . Pri va.t
.
,
545 •
i -
V.
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In suniiiary , it may "be ss.icl that the loan-words of Vulgar
La-tin were introduced in the greatest nuuiiber by the Ger-
man soldiers, in less number by the Roman merchants in
Cermejiy,and in a very small number by other classes. But
there arises now an important question. Ylhy were these
particular words borrowed? Althougli no real explanation
can be given, yet the follovring suggestions of Salve rda
are v/orthy of considerationC 1 ) These trems were probably
borrowed because
:
1 .The word in question expressed a-n idea, or naxied an
object entirely new to the Romans.
2. The v;ord expressed a shade of meaning which the
Romans could not render by their native vocabulary.
3. The v/ord wa-s short and convenient in comparison
with the Roman word, and it became popular. For exaiaple
,
' bra-hko ' ( ’ caaiis venaticus ' ) , * ganta ' ('a.nser ferusVauca
silvatica' )
,
4. The v;ord wa-s employed for euphemism. This is perhaps-
true of ' rTbaji
' ,
' marr j an ’
,
' drVl
' ,
' gram ’
,
' sun J
a
'
.
F. Distribution of the Loan-words.
The Vulgar Latin of this period did not show uniform-
ity in the distribution of the loan-T;ords. For example,
loan-words very commonly employed in Italy or France miglit
be extremely rare, or even be unknown,in Spain. Then, too,
many Germanic loan-words in the Romaiice languages v/ere
( 1 ) Salve rda de Grave ;Rom .Ph
.
, 23 , 1 5 1
.
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passed from one Romance language to another at a later
period, so that the Romance langua-ges can not he reliable
guides in every instance of the dispersion of the loan-
v/ords in the Vulgar Latin. In view of history it is to be
expected that the loan-words might occur most commonly and
widely diffused in the Vulgar Latin of Prance, then of Ita-ly,
and finally of Spain. Briich (1) shov/s this to be in accord.ance
with fact, and states that of the loan“words 30^0 were well
distributed over all the Vulgar Latin region, 3G,L' in France
and Italy, and 20i' in France (SouthT^rest) and the Spanish
Peninsula. Probably most of the w"ord.s were carried into the
I'eninsula in the noj?th of Spain and. Portugal at the tine
of the rebellions against Roman rule (2)
.
Ill
Summary of Results
A review of the entire dissertation leads to certain
definite conclusions
,
which are here summenized .
1
.
The early history of Spain indicates that its inhabitents
vnd.oubtedly had contact with G-erma,nic tribes. (l)
2. The influence of the Germonic tribal langua,ges on the
Vulgar Latin then spohen in Spain consists solely of
G-ermp.nic pdditions to the Vulgar Latin vocabulary . ' I , II
}
3. These additions did not a,ll ta,he place in Spp.in.(ll)
4. The influence was chiefly Westgermsjiic
.
(ll)
( 1 )BW3ch :Einfluss
,
pages 1 17 ,
1
U3 .
' 2 )lIommsen : Riim .Ge schichte
,
V
,
59 .
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5. The Goths left very little impression , linguistic
or 0 the rv;i se
,
on Spain . ' i
,
1 1
}
vj . The additions to the Vulgar La,tin vocabulary number
one hundred words, (II)
7. These arlditions occurred not later than 400 A.D. (ll)
6. La.ter Germanic influence , limited to vocaculai’y again,
is decidedly weak. (ll)
9. The loan-v;ords were introduced by occupational classes,
in the greatest extent by Germanic soldiers, in less exten
by Roman merchants in Germany. (ll)
10. The Vulgar Latin shov/s no luiiformity in the distribu-
tion of loan-words. (ll)
11. The Germanic v/ords i/ere thoroughly Romanised in respect
to phonology
,
syntax, accent . The Vulgar Latin usually kept
the Germanic meaning of a loa^i-vrord at the time of
borrov/ing
. ( 1 1 , B
)
CT
t
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